GK On-Site Service
There when you need us, anywhere in the world, 24/7/365.

The Best Technicians in the Industry
General Kinematics number one priority is assuring that our machinery meets our customers expectations. All our Field Service Representatives are uniquely qualified to provide technical assistance with your vibratory and rotary equipment. The entire GK Service Team receives on-going specialized training in:

- Vibration Theory
- Machine Tuning
- Failure Analysis
- Health and Safety
- Vibration inspection and Analysis

VIBRATORY 101™ Seminars
Sign up for General Kinematics VIBRATORY 101™ seminar. This FREE class will equip your maintenance staff with a solid understanding of basic vibratory theory and its application to feeding, moving, or processing materials or products.

On-Site Maintenance Training
If you want to hear firsthand the best way to maintain your vibratory equipment, then a General Kinematics vibratory equipment maintenance seminar is for you. This on-site training will teach your maintenance staff the proper way to maintain vibratory equipment. Topics covered typically include:

- Preventative maintenance requirements for vibratory equipment
- Periodic inspection requirements
- How to detect and repair problems
- Basic vibratory theory and how it relates to the vibratory equipment at your facility

Each on-site training presentation is tailored to your needs and facility. As part of our visit, we review your installed equipment, past inspection reports, and any specific concerns in order to focus on and address any process concerns you may be experiencing. Please contact GK Service to arrange your custom tailored training program.

Field Service Capabilities
The capabilities of General Kinematics Field Service Team runs from the simple to the seemingly impossible. Some of our capabilities include:

- Installation and Startup Assistance
- Periodic Scheduled Inspections
- Operator Training
- Maintenance Training
- Troubleshooting
- On-site Vibration Analysis
- Modification Assistance
- Controls Programming
- Process Optimization
- Minor to Major Rebuild Assistance

Contract Inspection Programs
Let GK assist your maintenance team through planned inspection programs. Contract inspections at regular intervals will ensure your machines remain in optimal condition for maximum uptime. Inspections include:

- Facility inspection of all GK equipment
- Detailed post-visit report on findings
- Non-destructive testing for liner thickness
- Maintenance planning.